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AN ANALYSIS OF KIM AS A VICTIM OF TRAFFICKING ON PIERRE MOREL’S FILM IN "TAKEN 1".

ABSTRACT

“Taken 1” film concerns about Kim as a victim of trafficking. It is interesting in analyzing “Taken 1” film because it tells a good lesson in the real life. Moreover, the most important point that can be taken from this film is how people should aware of trafficking crime. In this study, the research problems proposed are: (1) Why did Kim become the victim of trafficking on Pierre Morel’s film in “Taken 1”? (2) How did Kim become a victim of trafficking on Pierre Morel’s film in “Taken 1”? (3) How did Kim solve her trafficking on Pierre Morel’s film in “Taken 1”?

This study used qualitative research design to obtain and analyze the data. Moreover, in analyzing Pierre Morel’s film entitled “Taken 1”, the researcher used objective approach because the researcher only studied the content of the film itself without considering any possible effects on her, or author’s life or age of the film. The object of this study is Pierre Morel’s film “Taken 1” that focus on Kim as a victim of trafficking. Watching carefully, gathering the need information, collecting important notes, selecting the suitable data and arranging the data were the processes of obtaining the data. Furthermore, in analyzing the data, the researcher did some processes. Those were taking the need quotes, organizing the data based on theory, explaining the collected data and concluding the results.

Based on the data analysis, the researcher found that there are four reasons of Kim became a victim of trafficking. First, Kim lack of awareness to new friend. Second, Kim did not think the risk. Third, Kim did not need parent’s monitoring. Last, there was an enforcer of Paris that allowed the trafficking. In addition, Kim’s way became of trafficking were Kim and Amanda trusted Peter, then Peter called kidnappers in order to abduct Kim and Amanda, last, Kim was carried to the auction place. Besides, Kim could not solve his trafficking by herself but with her father’s help. He solved Kim’s trafficking by first, analyzing the trafficker’s voice by phone, coming to Paris to find a clue, meeting French Intelligence to get some information, going to the Porte de Clichy and pimped hookers, pretending to be a waiter in Santa Clair house, visiting Arab sheik in a boat where Kim was arrested.

Key words: Kim, Trafficking, “Taken 1”, film.
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